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VISION
The AGM presents a changing calendar of engaging contemporary art exhibitions, featuring 
regional, national and international artists. As a public gallery with a strong community 
connection, the AGM is interested in assisting visitors as they learn about art. Projects that 
engage our community and reflect our awareness of contemporary and relevant cultural topics 
and issues are of particular interest. The gallery offers a wide range of tours, talks, and workshops 
for adult learners, as well as innovative youth programmes for schools, universities and 

community groups.  

SUPPORT
The AGM is generously supported by the City of Mississauga, the Ontario Arts Council, the 
Canada Council for the Arts, the Ontario Trillium Foundation, private citizens and its members.

MANDATE
As a centre for community building, the gallery is envisioned to energize the cultural producers 
of Mississauga and beyond. The AGM is proud to admit people free of charge, serve 
communities, and provide positive visual art experiences for all visitors.

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The Art Gallery of Mississauga would like to acknowledge and give thanks to the land on which 
we work. The AGM has the privilege of operating in the territory of the Mississaugas of the New 
Credit First Nation and traditional homeland of the Wendat, Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee 
nations. We are thankful to the many First Nations, Inuit, Métis and global Indigenous peoples 
who call this region home.
 
The AGM is committed to recognizing and incorporating diverse Indigenous perspectives within 
exhibitions and programming, and highlighting the numerous Indigenous artists who have 
contributed to this gallery. 

The AGM is dedicated to providing a platform for contemporary Indigenous art and curatorial 
practices, and hosts events and programs that reflect various cultural topics and identities.

MISSION

First. New. Next. The AGM provides platforms 

for exhibitions, collections and experimentation in 

contemporary culture with a recent focus on artists 

and cultural producers from Indigenous, newcomer 

and youth communities. Through a broad range 

of educational programs, artist projects and other 

forms of critical dialogue, the AGM seeks to 

transcend traditional disciplinary boundaries, 

foster community, and provide spaces where 

alternative modes of thought are supported and 

activated in tangible ways.

Above: Ed Pien, Shadowed Land (installation view)
Photo: Toni Hafkenscheid
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YEAR IN REVIEW | 2016

ATTENDANCE HIGHLIGHTS
In-gallery      15,964
Satellite Exhibitions    416,782
 
GALLERY TOURS
Number of gallery tours    39
Tour attendance     1,468
Number of schools     32
Seniors / adult tours    9
 

PROGRAMMING
Number of community arts programs  37
Attendance at community programs  2,846
Youth programmes     23
Youth attendance     1,919
 
FUNDRAISING
Number of events     1
Attendance at fundraiser    184
 

EXHIBITIONS
Number of exhibitions    22
Main Gallery      6
 XIT-RM     6
 Resource Room    6
 Satellite     4

Number of opening receptions   6
Number of Artist Talks, workshops  26
 

VOLUNTEERS
Number of volunteers    382
Hours donated by volunteers   3,926

ONLINE HIGHLIGHTS
Twitter Followers     5,498 
Facebook Followers    3,317 
Instagram Followers    1,061
Website Visits     19,405 



In 2016, we welcomed one new Board 
member, Kris Noakes and elected a new 
Executive with myself as Board President, 
Sarbjit Kaur as Vice President and Mike 
Hiley as Treasurer and enjoyed continuing 
service from myself, Sarbjit Kaur, Penelope 
Mathieson, Michael Hiley, Aaron Chaze, 
Terry Jenkins Bricel, Randy Sabourin, 
Puneet Kohli and Mark Warrack. All trustees 
were dedicated to their roles as Chairs of 
Board standing committees for Acquisi-
tions, Fundraising, the Annual Fine Art 
Auction and Board Development. So, how 
do we continue with award winning art 
exhibitions and the commitment to the 
second phase of the expansion of the 
AGM?

Step one will be taken by you, the members, at this meeting, when you elect four new members to 
the board for a three-year term: David Wojcik, Catherine Hale, Zainub Verjee and Councillor John 
Kovac (Ex-officio), which brings our complement up to eight. As our President, I also want to express 
my sincere thanks for the contributions our retired and resigned members have made to revitalize 
the AGM.

Step two was the leadership and direction of our new Director/Curator, Mandy Salter, since she 
joined us in June 2015. Those of you who have met Mandy know that she has a vibrant enthusiasm 
for the arts and a vision for the role to be played by the Art Gallery of Mississauga, which really 
showed in 2016 and 2017. Mandy has managed to garner industry support for the AGM’s newfound 
FIRST. NEW. NEXT. strategy for programs and growth. Under her leadership, the AGM has 
developed relevant and new partnerships with industry organizations such as the Ontario Museums 
Association, the Ontario Arts Council, the Ontario Association of Art Galleries, Sheridan College and 
University of Toronto Mississauga (UTM) to name a few. New community partnerships have resulted 
with the Peel Aboriginal Network, Six Nations Tourism, Afghan Womens’ Association, QTBIPOC 
(Queer, Trans, Black, Indigenous and People of Colour) Sauga, along with the Peel Newcomer 
Centre. Her keen interest in the intersection between art, community and commerce has attracted 
financial support and enthusiasm in AGM’s programming from Square One Shopping Centre Oxford 
Properties, Whole Foods, Ecosource and Chartwell Senior Residences, with additional interest and 
awareness being expressed by several property developers regarding the future development of 
the AGM. All of these efforts, which will bear fruit in future years in the form of financial assistance to 
AGM and even the provision of alternative expansion space.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

On behalf of the Board of Directors, we are duly proud of our recent history of outstanding program 
excellence and balanced budgets. In an ever-more competitive environment, we are grateful that 
the AGM has been granted a modest funding increase, along with an elevation in ranking from the 
recent Ontario Arts Council program assessment process. Last year also represented the AGM’s first 
year at the provincial podium earning us the prestigious Ontario Association of Art Galleries Award 
for Thematic Exhibition of the Year, for our powerful and relevant Change Makers exhibition.

Above: Change Makers, 2016 (installation view) 
Photo: Toni Hafkenscheid



Step three is to revisit the gallery expansion project with a little more pragmatism. 
In other words, what can we reasonably expect to achieve on a limited budget and 
in our current physical and financial environment. The gallery, in conjunction with 
the City, has retained a prestigious architectural consulting firm (Moriyama and 
Teshima) to conduct a feasibility study to address our short term needs and how 
they can be resolved. They are currently in Phase Two of the expansion study, and 
we look forward to a full report this summer.

This annual meeting represents the completion of my first year as President of 
the Art Gallery of Mississauga. I would like to conclude by saying that I am proud 
of the progress that the board has made in the past year in putting the gallery 
back on a firm foundation from which it can grow in the future.

– Stan Zigelstein, President, AGM Board of Directors

Above: Ed Pien, Shadowed Land, 2016 (installation view) Photo: Toni Hafkenscheid



DIRECTOR’S REPORT | 2016

It is with great pleasure that I report on the AGM’s 2016 year. Our contributions to visual arts in 
Canada during the 2016 calendar year were impressive and so recognized by peers, critics and 
visitors alike. Staff, Board and volunteers have all worked passionately and diligently. The Gallery’s 
presentation and interpretation of visual arts continues to gain recognition in Canada and beyond. 
Below, I offer context for those successes.

GRANTS AND FUNDRAISING
 Another stable year of funding was enjoyed from our ongoing supporters, sponsors and friends. 
Our request for multi-year funding from the Ontario Arts Council was successful with increased 
support and an elevation in our ranking – we moved from a B- to an A, among an increasingly 
competitive field of applicants! We are grateful to Canada Council for the Arts, the Ontario Arts 
Council and the City of Mississauga for continued support of our activities in exhibitions, education 
and publishing. We completed our impactful programme, Roots and Branches, with the Ontario 
Trillium Foundation: an ‘artist in the schools’ programme, which emphasizes our continuing 
commitment to visual literacy among children and youth audiences in our diverse region. The AGM 
anticipates continued support for this project in the form of an OTF Grow grant application in 2017. 
TD Friends of the Environment Foundation continued to support our expanding environmental 
projects with Cultivate Corsair: Living Waters, which brought together environmental artist 
Christopher McLeod and Corsair Public School’s 700 students and teachers. The RBC Emerging 
Artist Programme continued its strong support of the AGM’s XIT-RM project space, providing a 
unique opportunity for emerging local artists to exhibit within a public gallery, specific to 905 artists.

We enjoyed an excellent year of supporters for the Gallery’s growing 
exhibition sponsorship program and my gratitude is extended to 
these organizations, as well as all members and visitors. With the 
support of project partners which have included Scotiabank 
CONTACT Photography Festival; ImagineNative Film and Video 
Festival; Trinity Square Video; Six Nations of the Grand River and Peel 
Aboriginal Network, the AGM brand has been enhanced and our 
presence in the region has grown by giving greater visibility to 
a diversity of artists and projects. Numerous private donors and 
sponsors are to be thanked for their endorsement of our exhibitions, 
education initiatives and events: Square One Oxford Properties 
continued their support for our annual fine art auction and 
sponsored the extension of Pattern Migration, presented at Square 
One and visited by a record breaking audience; we partnered with 
Chartwell Senior Residences for a programme which placed 
practicing artists in their three residential locations in Mississauga. 
Sponsorship from BDO and Palett Valo supported our exhibition 
schedule; Six Nations Tourism and the Peel Aboriginal Network 
sponsored the Change Makers exhibition and Speakers’ Series; 
ImagineNative and the AGM partnered to sponsor a programme for 
June’s National Aboriginal month of filmic works by Indigenous film 
makers and cultural producers while, Whole Foods sponsored our 
Recipe Placemat Project. First Student Bus Company sponsored our 
educational outreach and shuttle bus requirements. 

Above: Recipe Placemat Project, 2016. 
Photo: AGM



RECENT ACQUISITION: Annie Pootoogook 
(born 1969, Cape Dorset; died 2016, Ottawa) 
Composition (Mother Knitting), 2006, Coloured 
pencil, pencil and ink, 22 x 26 inches

PERMANENT COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT AND LONG 
TERM CARE

We were successful in securing our second project grant 
from Canadian Heritage’s, Museum Assistance Programme 
for Storage Wars: The Consolidation and Organization of the 
AGM’s Permanent Art Collection, an important collection care 
project which supported the need for additional collection 
care standards and equipment. This grant also supported the 
production of an 800+ page catalogue raisonné, detailing 
the AGM Permanent Collection and also positioned us for 
the purchase of a significant early work by Inuit/Cape Dorset 
artist Annie Pootoogook. 

 

This work speaks to and supports the AGM’s direction towards a unique collection which 
reflects the cultural diversity of our FIRST. NEW. NEXT. strategy for programmes, collection and 
growth. With the completion of this integral project, the AGM anticipates Canadian Cultural 
Property Review and Export Board certified acquisitions for the Gallery’s future collection, 
enabling the AGM to continue building on its regionally and nationally significant art holdings.

 

EXHIBITIONS
The exhibition program included 22 relevant projects — all positioned to support the AGM’s 
FIRST NEW NEXT strategy for programmes, collection and growth. The AGM spent 2016 
presenting and growing our powerful, engaging, and accessible exhibitions and programming, 
reaching out to new partners and constituent communities as part of our continued 
commitment to relevant, responsive and world-class work. 

The AGM’s programming thematic of 2016 — Transformation: Through the Lens of Migration 
and Identity — formed the connecting thread through a year of powerful exhibitions featuring 
work by Canadian and International artists, both emerging and established. January began with 
our much anticipated partnership with Visual Arts Mississauga, as we presented their Annual 
Juried Art Show. This 30 year strong partnership demonstrates the collaborative nature of the 
work we support, as well as the AGM’s commitment to supporting local artists, a programme 
unique within Class A public galleries. 

Change Makers, curated by Director/Curator 
Mandy Salter, and coordinated by AGM 
Collections & Curatorial Coordinator, Laura 
Carusi, showcased the work of seven Canadian, 
American and international Indigenous artists 
exploring new ways of knowing and being in the 
world, and was honoured with an Ontario 
Association of Art Galleries award for 
Thematic Exhibition of the Year!

Left: Change Makers (installation view)
Photo: Toni Hafkenscheid



For summer, the AGM presented Pattern Migration, a 
group exhibition, using the lens of ornamentation to 
look at cross-cultural hybridity, and through the AGM's 
burgeoning partnership with Square One Shopping 
Centre and Oxford Properties, a pop-up exhibition of 
Pattern Migration was presented in the Shopping Centre 
resonated with an audience reach of over 500,000 
viewers! Summer capped itself off with Kundalini: 
Union of the Divine, a posthumous retrospective of 
Indian-born, Mississauga artist Youngo Verma, curated 
by guest curator Ali Adil Kahn. All of these projects 
found strong support in Mississauga's many diverse 
communities.

For the final exhibition of 2016, internationally renowned 
Canadian artist Ed Pien presented new work in his solo 
exhibition Shadowed Land, a provocative exploration of 
how memory, loss, trauma, marginalization, resilience, 
and empathy intersect. A catalogue and tour are 
currently in development. 

Above: Satellite exhibition of Pattern Migration at Square One Shopping Centre, 2016 
(installation view) Photo: Toni Hafkenscheid

In May, the AGM once again hosted a Featured Exhibition in the Scotiabank Contact 
Photography Festival, with guest curator Ellyn Walker presenting CANADIAN BELONGING(s), a 
powerful group exhibition exploring the role of the image in forming Canadian identity, featuring 
artists from often under-represented communities, which received significant critical praise.

Above: CANADIAN BELONGING(S), 2016, (installation view) 
Photo: Toni Hafkenscheid



As always, in continuing our support for regional artists, the AGM 
exhibited four emerging artists in our XIT-RM project space, 
sponsored by the RBC Foundation. 

Our winter exhibition presented the zenith of my understanding is 
like water in a thimble, a new body of work by Claire Scherzinger 
which examined the relationship between drawing, painting and 
sculpture as a spectrum of exchange of information and knowledge 
between the image and the object. Spring saw the presentation of 
Instrumental, Mark Kasumovic's photographs of scientific instru-
ments and facilities offering an investigation of how advances in 
technology have altered the previously symbiotic relationship of 
photography to the material world. Olga Klosowski Schellenberg 
presented Open Concept during our summer run, an explortion of 
how those objects that were once overlooked as a mere backdrop 
to the activities of our lives – ceiling tiles, floorboards, bed frames – 
could be given new significance as art objects that serve to 
memorialize the past as it is embodied in our homes. And our final 
XIT-RM exhibition of the year saw Mary Ma’s Eclipse invoke the 
seductive appeal of both celestial and terrestrial bodies, and the 
otherworldly, transformative aspects of our interactions with the 
stars and bodies of water. 

The AGM’s Curator of Contemporary Art Kendra Ainsworth is to be 
congratulated for her curation of an exemplary and contextually 
relevant programme.

PUBLICATIONS

Art Gallery of Mississauga Permanent Art Collection Catalogue 
Raisonné, (Volumes I and II)

Ed Pien | Shadowed Land – currently in development
 
Youngo Verma | Kundalini: Union of the Divine

From top: Claire Scherzinger, the zenith 
of my understanding is like water in a thimble, 
2016 (installation view); Mary Ma, Eclipse, 
2016 (installation view); Olga Klosowski 
Schellenberg, Open Concept, 2016 
(installation view) Photos: Toni Hafkenscheid



EDUCATION AND PUBLIC PROGRAMS
The Gallery offered a range of public programs from critically engaged panel discussions to 
artist and docent-led tours as well as and family programs, presented both in house and in the 
community. The AGM's education and engagement projects and programming aim to 
contemplate, represent and interact with the vibrant and layered lived experiences of the city; 
its human geography. As the AGM presents high calibre exhibitions featuring local, national and 
international artists, it simultaneously recognizes a wide range in the public’s visual literacy and 
art viewing habits and is committed to facilitating equitable platforms that will allow for the full 
appreciation of contemporary artistic practice by all residents. The gallery encourages and 
values difference and the nuances of experience in the pursuit of learning. Critical thinking and 
engagement present opportunities for further accessibility through our three educational 
platforms: In the House; Common Ground and Has the Artist been Paid? 

In the House: Art education at the AGM
Public discussion and curatorial presentations are offered in conjunction with each exhibition 
and present a gallery tour with the guest curator, artists or the resident curator. Our internal 
education programmes include Art InFlux, generously sponsored by the McCallion 
Grant/Community Foundation of Mississauga. Building on the dialogue catalyzed by our 
dynamic exhibitions, the AGM selects exhibiting or local artists to facilitate inspiring workshops 
that reflect various arts and cultural practices reflected by the thematics of our exhibitions. This 
project benefits our committed audience as well as new AGM visitors, offering ample 
opportunities to connect with local and international artists and curators. Bridging Art, 
generously supported by the Pendle Grant/Community Foundation of Mississauga creates an 
accessible space for deeper engagement between visitors, art and the community. This space 
offers the opportunity for visitors to connect with works from the AGM Permanent Art Collection 
(PAC) and educational resources in the Resource Room. On the Queer Screen makes space for 
our LGBTQ audience while AGM Tot Spot! has become a gathering place for community 
families to engage with a multidisciplinary response to our current exhibitions through song, 
storytelling and dance initiatives.

Left to right: On the Queer Screen, 2016; Ed Pien workshop, 2016. Photo: Yasmin Said. Wheely Garden Harvest, 2016 Photo: AGM



Common Ground: Art education in our community
We emphasize the relational quality of our work by continuously engaging our artists and 
programmes directly into the community. Roots and Branches is a comprehensive, hands-on 
approach to learning, funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation, which facilitates FREE visits by 
teaching artists, who collaborate with teachers to deliver lesson plans and visual art-inspired 
activities that extend standardized curriculum, while exposing students to critical processes in 
contemporary artistic practice. Living Waters is an interdisciplinary arts and environment project, 
funded by TD Friends of the Environment Foundation. In collaboration with Corsair Public 
School’s 700 bilingual student population, the Living Waters project worked with environmental 
and teaching artist Christopher McLeod, who facilitated projects that examine the centrality of 
water to all environmental and sustainability issues. Students learned about the importance of 
water to the travel, trade and survival of Indigenous peoples of this region; the Anishinaabe, the 
Wendat and the Haudenosaunee. Projects and field trips emphasized the location of communities 
in relation to water for food cultivation and survival. 

Above:  Teaching artist Christopher McLeod and Corsair Public School Grade 4 students in Living Waters, 2016, Photos: AGM.

The Recipe Placemat Project funded by Whole Foods 
and presented in partnership with the Newcomer Centre 
of Peel, engaged 85 participants from 13 different 
countries, speaking 13 different languages, telling 74 
distinct stories, in one art project. Lead artist Marianne 
Alas and the Newcomer Centre at the Mississauga 
Chapter of Catholic Cross Cultural Services worked with 
participants to position food as a lens for exploring 
memories and storytelling – creating community 
connections and supporting cultural appreciation. 

Above: Recipe Placemat Project, 2016. 
Photo: AGM



Has the artist been paid? Programming in support of regional artists
The AGM is committed to supporting regional artists, and has 
furthered this goal in 2016 through a number of platforms; Curator 
30 Minute Fridays builds a series of social networks and support 
mechanisms within the local community. The sessions, which run 
quarterly, deploy a conversational format for artists, writers and other 
cultural producers to meet, discuss and get feedback on their work, 
proposals, or grant writing. 

 The AGM is also an OAC Exhibition Assistance Recommender.  As a 
recommending institution for the Ontario Arts Council Exhibition 
Assistance Grant Programme, the AGM has the ability to award 
funds to local artists. In order to encourage and support the devel-
opment of professional artists in Mississauga and the 905 region, 
the AGM only accepts applications for recommendation from artists 
living and/or working in the 905. These artists are eligible, upon 
AGM recommendation and successful award of the grant, for up to 
$1500 towards the cost of mounting an exhibition. In 2016, the 
AGM recommended six artists, all hailing from Mississauga, for 
grants totalling $4500. 
 

Artists! Would you 
like some feedback 
on your work?

The AGM, along with its funding partner the RBC Foundation, continues to support the development 
of emerging artists in Mississauga and the 905 and Peel regions through our XIT-RM Emerging Artist 
Project Space. This space provides an opportunity to artists from the region that have not yet had a 
significant solo exhibition to present new work in a professional context, alongside established 
national and international artists. Beyond the Art Trail | Artist Professional Practices Programme (APP) 
supports opportunities for regional, national and international artists to engage the artist community 
with presentations, panels, workshops and readings to foster dialogue and learning centered on an 
engaged professional practice.

Above:  Promotional graphic for 
Curator 30 Minute Fridays.

Right: Claire Scherzinger, 
the zenith of my understanding 
is like water in a thimble, 2016 
(installation view). Photo: Toni 
Hafkenscheid.



that reflect various arts and cultural practices reflected by the thematics of our exhibitions. This 
project benefits our committed audience as well as new AGM visitors, offering ample 

ACCOLADES AND APPOINTMENTS 
Earlier in the year, the AGM and the Ontario Association of Art Galleries (OAAG) developed 
and presented a two day workshop titled Collections through the Prism of Diversity Series: 
Responding to Diversity through Changing and Growing the Collection. Industry curators 
and directors presented new strategies and responses to the changing demographics of our 
communities, with the intention of engaging through a new world global community and its 
future heritage. All sessions were moderated by Mandy Salter and OAAG Executive Director 
Zainub Verjee. The AGM was also a key organizing and presenting partner for the Ontario 
Museums Association Annual Conference in February, entitled Towards the Future: Diversity 
and Inclusion, with Mandy Salter and Rhéanne Chartrand presenting papers on Relevant and 
Meaningful Collections. October saw Kendra Ainsworth, AGM Curator of Contemporary Art, 
present her paper Past Memory, Present Action: Art Historical References and Contemporary 
Trauma in the Work of Curtis 'Talwst' Santiago at the Universities Art Association of Canada 
conference.

The AGM has also worked closely with the Mackenzie Art Gallery and Two Rivers Gallery, as 
research sites and collaborators for Professor Jen Budney’s doctoral thesis, Establishing Value 
within a New Museum Model. These three organizations were recommended to Professor 
Budney by colleagues across the country as the ones to watch (along with Musée des Beaux 
Arts in Montréal, which was too large for the project purposes). This research suggests there 
is a generational shift that is exciting, with younger directors looking at new ways of doing 
things in an effort to make their organizations more impactful within their communities. It is 
also suggested that in our efforts to build better public value, we have disrupted the tradi-
tional art museum and management model and positioned a new world model for a new 
world audience.

It is a true honour to be granted these important measures of peer recognition. The amazing 
AGM team of Board members, staff, volunteers, exhibiting artists and commissioned writers 
participating in the Gallery’s programming are to be congratulated for these exceptional 
achievements. This past year, it has been an honour for me to serve as a continuing trustee to 
the City of Mississauga’s Arts and Culture Ad Hoc Committee, and the AGM and Culture 
Division Expansion Feasibility Study Committee, where I will continue to champion the 
relevancy of the sustainable roles of all galleries and creative venues in Mississauga. A very 
special thank you to the AGM’s President of the Board Stan Zigelstein and to Kendra Ainsworth, 
AGM Curator of Contemporary Art; Sadaf Zuberi, Operations Manager; Laura Carusi, Curatorial 
and Collections Coordinator; Melanie Lowe, Marketing and Communications Coordinator; 
Sharada Eswar, Community Activator, Education and Programmes and Jessica Palada, Gallery 
Animateur — our diverse and dynamic staff of industry professionals.

We welcome your continued support in 2017 and beyond as 
we work towards exciting plans for the AGM’s future growth.

– Mandy Salter Director/Curator

Left: Pattern Migration, 2016 (installation view). 
Photo: Toni Hafkenscheid.



AGM IN THE COMMUNITY: OUTREACH
The AGM organized programming and/or had representation at the following com-
munity events:

MACArts Festival

Bollywood Monster Mashup

Culture Days Doors Open

Museums Day

Mayor’s Levee

National Aboriginal Day

National Day of Remembrance and Action on Violence Against Women

PARTNERS AND COLLABORATORS
The AGM collaborated and/or coordinated community partnerships with local and 
national organizations for 2016 programming and exhibitions:
 

Canadian Museums Association

Catholic Cross-Cultural Services

Chartwell Seniors Residence

City of Mississauga, Culture Division and Celebration Square

Ecosource

Holy Name Catholic School

ImagineNATIVE Film and Media Arts Festival

Ink Movement

Jumblies Theatre

Mississauga Arts Council

Mississauga Central Library

Mississauga Gives

National Film Board

Ontario Arts Council

Ontario Association of Art Galleries

Ontario Museums Association

Peel Aboriginal Network

QTBIPOC Sauga

Regional Diversity Roundtable

Scotiabank CONTACT Photography Festival

Square One Shopping Centre

Trinity Square Video

Visual Arts Mississauga

YMCA



AGM IN THE COMMUNITY | INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMMES
Our activities, projects and programs flow out of our focus on FIRST NEW NEXT mandate. We are 
committed to continually develop a hybrid and idiosyncratic approach, one that allows for a 
coexistence of imaginary and real time: an interplay between virtuosity and inclusion; performer 
and audience; story and history; visual installation and performance; social intervention and art; 
high and popular art; art and life. In doing this, we create compelling community-engaged art 
across disciplines and traditions; seed and cultivate exciting community-engaged arts practice in 
Mississauga; help to create inclusive communities and better understandings of history and place; 
learn from and support the aspirations of our artists, interns, staff, partners and participants; and 
contribute to a shifting and more rooted and relevant arts world. In addition to the existing and 
ongoing partnerships with Ink Movement, School Tours, and drop-in Art Saturdays, 2016 also saw 
some new partnerships and programming. 
 
Some of the highlights from our Community Engaged Programming include:

Community Programmes
Art Influx and Bridging Art Programmes

Art Influx and Bridging Art programmes, are funded by the Community Foundation of Mississauga’s 
Hazel McCallion Fund and Pendle Fund respectively. Over the last year, Art Influx enabled the AGM 
to bring in professional artists to facilitate inspiring, hands-on workshops in conjunction with our 
contemporary exhibitions in the Main Galleries. Bridging Art provided a means through which the 
AGM could engage various communities with the gallery’s permanent art collection. As part of this, 
the AGM framed a number of unframed works in the collection to make them suitable for exhibition, 
and the purchased tablets for our Resource Room. Educational resources were also developed to 
accompany each contemporary exhibition, and were made available to any gallery visitor in our 
Resource Room. Both these programmes built upon AGM’s curatorial programming and provided 
entry points for engagement. In addition to the facilitation of in-classroom visits and on-site school 
tours, we also facilitated tours for retiree groups, art clubs, and other special interest groups. The Art 
Influx workshops attracted participants with an interest in contemporary art and/or an artist’s (the 
facilitator’s) specific practice and most participants ranged in age from 18-40.

On the Queer Screen serves to provide a safe space and give platform to video artists that work with 
LGBTQ+ narratives. To commemorate Pride month in Peel in 2016, AGM screened short films by 
queer artist Vivek Shraya, Yalda Pashai and a feature documentary by Mark Kenneth Woods and 
Michael Yerxa. The screenings were followed by a Q&A with artists and the filmmakers.
 
Living Waters is an interdisciplinary, arts-based and sustainability-focused education platform which 
engaged environmental and teaching artist Christopher McLeod in a school-based residency and 
worked with educators to design curriculum-based and environmentally-themed art projects. The 
experience reached more than 700 bilingual students. 

Wheely Gardens saw the creation of two small container gardens that sit outside of C-Café at 
Celebration Square as a collaborative project facilitated by the AGM. During 2016, Ecosource 
facilitated three workshops (Volunteer Orientation, Animating Workshop, Harvesting Workshop). 
These gardens have seen the planting and harvesting of several herbs with South Asian cultural 
origins and traditions. The gardens are maintained by a team of City of Mississauga and AGM 
Volunteers.



The Recipe Placemat Project was connected to the Wheely Project (a partnership with 
Ecosource and WholeFoods) and was created in community partnership with Catholic 
Cross-Cultural Services and textile artist Marianne Alas. The programme reached out to 85 
participants who had arrived from 18 different countries and spoke 13 different languages. 
This project offered an opportunity to share their stories and art.

Mandala Creation In tandem with AGM’s Pattern Migration exhibition, land artist Sheniz 
Janmohamed engaged the community in a Mandala creation.

Shoe Memorial In partnership with Peel Committee Against Women Abuse, and in honour 
of December 6 National Day of Remembrance and Action, artist Sonja Rainey animated the 
Civic Centre Atrium with a poignant and evocative shoe installation. 

Batik Workshop The AGM also partnered with Chartwell Seniors Residence to offer a series of 
workshops in Batik Painting.

FAMILY AND CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES
AGM Tot Spot! is a monthly, hour-long event for young ones in art, which saw a surge in 
attendance when we had guest storytellers (Diana Tso, Nathalie Vachon and others) curating 
the morning with movement and imaginative storytelling.
 
Superpower Art Hour offered a monthly drop-in initiative of fun, family arts activities, which 
extended visitors the opportunity to engage with the exhibitions in creative ways.

AGM Explore AGM Explorer Bags were placed around the gallery for a scavenger hunt using 
materials/images related to current exhibitions were provided all day, every day, extending 
an engaging visitor experience.

Sushi Making for the Soul Bringing together art and environment, award-winning writer and 
food artist Sang Kim and the grade 4 students of Corsair explored patterns and colours 
through Sushi.

YOUTH PROGRAMMES
Ink Movement Poetry Slam and Anthology Launch are youth initiatives aimed at improving 
youth artistic skills, inspire positive change, increase local awareness, and provide creative 
experiences through artistic expression.

Decaf Thursdays are popular summer events that seek to create a more accessible gallery 
space through personal interaction and interpretation, and free coffee!



PERMANENT ART COLLECTION 
Through its Permanent Collection, the Art Gallery of Mississauga aims to reflect the rich cultural diversity 
of the community, and showcase works by Canadian and Indigenous artists which examine the inter-
relationship between personal heritage and regional or national culture. The Gallery aims to set the 
stage for Mississauga’s artistic reputation, acquiring works by emerging and established artists of a 
diverse background, supporting acquisitions by artists who identify with those communities which 
have not traditionally been represented in western art institutions collections and curation.

STORAGE WARS
In 2016, the AGM received a Museum Assistance Program and Collections Management Grant, 
generously supported by the Department of Canadian Heritage. The Storage Wars project 
allowed for a reorganization and consolidation of the Permanent Art Collection, which supports 
the communities’ access to a unique collection that is truly reflective of the rich, cultural tapestry 
of Mississauga! The completion of this project allows for fresh ways of engaging both with the 
collection and the public, and brings AGM Curatorial and Education staff, artists and cultural 
producers easier access to these culturally significant objects. The project also facilitated the 
production of a comprehensive two-volume PAC Catalogue Raisonné that is now available both 
online and in-gallery. By supporting the PAC as the ‘core reactor’ – the seed from which many of 
our exhibitions and programs stem, the AGM is supporting its commitment to preserve modern 
and contemporary Canadian heritage. This project provided elevated standards and practices of 
care for the long term maintenance, preservation and research of the PAC. This project serves to 
maintain and preserve the AGM PAC through employing best practices and due diligence 
regarding the monitoring of storage conditions through our HOBO system, heightened 
security measures and ease of physical access to the entire collection.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PERMANENT COLLECTION
AGM RESOURCE CENTRE
Beginning in 2016, and thanks to the generous financial 
support of the Pendle Fund at the Community Foundation of 
Mississauga, the AGM presents selections from the permanent 
art collection in the Resource Centre. Changing with each 
exhibition period, these thematic groupings are accompanied 
by educational resources and activities. With this space, the 
AGM hopes to provide opportunities for deeper engagement 
between visitors, art and the community.

Above: The AGM Vault which holds the Permanent 
Collection. Left: Andrew McPhail, Pink Red Sample, 1996 
(installation view) Photos: Toni Hafkenscheid.



MEMBERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT
Revenues from the Gallery’s operations consist of memberships, sponsorships, donations and an 
annual fundraising event.

 
Through creating an enabling environment of support of the members and sponsors, 
the Gallery aspires to keep growing as the hub for community interaction, growth, and learning 
at all levels. Concerted efforts during 2016 brought art communities and sponsors together in 
creative ways. These efforts resulted in private sector revenue increase by 90%.
  
Oxford Properties, Square One Shopping Centre supported the financing and hosting 
of a satellite exhibition of Pattern Migration at the Square One Shopping Centre. The audience 
attendance numbers were record-breaking during the exhibition run from August to December.

Square One Shopping Centre also came on board as the Lead Sponsor for AGM’s 13th Annual 
Fine Art Auction. Chartwell Retirement Residencies supported the fundraiser through a Bronze 
Level Sponsorship. The event welcomed 200 collectors, artists, art patrons and gallery supporters. 
Live Art featured a selection of 34 curated artworks from a roster of artists, ranging from local 
luminaries to emerging talents to some of Canada’s most celebrated artists. Silent auction 
presented experience and luxury items. The fundraiser was a success on many levels. Gross 
revenue reached a new record (over 30% increase from last year) with escalated fine art sales, 
advance ticket purchases, catalogue advertisements and event sponsorships. Additionally, the 
response was very positive and guests applauded the event as a wonderful and extravagant 
evening celebrating art and artists. All proceeds were channeled to the AGM’s innovative public 
programs, artist projects and exhibitions.

AGM members provide a consistent support base as we strive to bring diverse Mississauga and 
GTA communities together in creative ways through insightful programmes and exhibitions. As we 
move forward guided by a re-envisioned growth philosophy, participation and engagement of our 
membership will continue to remain a strategic focus. Visit artgalleryofmississauga.com/join.html 
today for more details on how to become a member.

179 Active Memberships    
311 Members     

28 Patrons and Donors    

45 Sponsors, Advertisers and Corporate Members

QUICK FACTS



The Art Gallery of Mississauga would like to thank the following individuals and organizations 

for their financial support.

LIFETIME MEMBERS

Anne Kennedy  

Arshad Mahmood

Arun Menon

David Callendar

Deborah Bensette      

Eugene Gierczak

Fred Troughton

Graham Fox

Hazel McCallion

FOUNDING MEMBERS

Donna R. Lane

Joy B. MacNaughton

Peggy Sharpe

Rita Rhind

Roxann Vivan Smith

G. Frank Suma

Sally Van Camp

Valerie A. Greenfield

Joan Kozo

Joy B. MacNaughton

Ken Boyce

Keith R. Shadlock       

Kimberly MacDonald

Lorelei Graham

Peter Campbell

Ron Starr

HONORARY MEMBERS

Madame Bonnie Crombie, Mayor, City of Mississauga

Janice Baker, City Manager, City of Mississauga

Mark Warrack, Manager, Culture and Heritage Planning, City of Mississauga

Paul Damaso, Director, Culture Division, City of Mississauga

Paul Mitcham, Commissioner, Community Services, City of Mississauga

Stuart Reid, Ex-Staff Member, Art Gallery of Mississauga 

FUNDERS AND SPONSORS

Canadian Heritage

Chartwell Retirement Residencies 

City of Mississauga, Culture Division

Community Foundation of Mississauga

Enersource 

Global Youth Empowerment Fund 

Ontario Arts Council

 

Ontario Trillium Foundation

Oxford Properties, Square One Shopping Centre 

RBC Foundation

TD Friends of the Environment Foundation 

The Canada Council for the Arts

United Way of Peel

 

Left: Ed Pien, Shadowed Land, 2016 (installation view)
Photo: Toni Hafkenscheid.



AGM 13TH ANNUAL FINE ART AUCTION 

ADVERTISERS

B+H Architects

Canadian Community Arts Initiative 

Carisma Florists

Community Foundation of Mississauga

C-Banquets

Heart Music Entertainment

insauga.com 

Jackson-Triggs Estate Winery

Kolesar Design   

Living Arts Centre

The Lowe-Martin Group

Mercedes- Benz Canada

Mississauga Arts Council

Museums of Mississauga

New Concept Framing

Pallet Valo LLP

Peel Art Gallery Museum & Archives

Robinson Show Services & Event Rentals Inc.

Sam McDadi Realtors

Steam Whistle Brewing

Thirstyco

VeloReality 

Visual Arts Mississauga

Vulcan Asset Management

Waddington's Auctioneers & Appraisers

WatchMedia.ca

YogaVision

ZIGLAW Associates

 

CORPORATE MEMBERS

BDO Canada LLP       

Chartwell Retirement Residencies

Oxford Properties, Square One Shopping Centre

Pallett Valo LLP

Above: Auction Night! The 13th Annual Fine Art Auction at C 
Banquets, Mississauga Civic Centre, 2016.



INSPIRE | PATRON

Anne Kennedy

Craig Audette

Greg Taylor

Puneet Kohli

Rhyan Ahmed

Robert Tattersall

Ryan Bassuday

Spencer Garrett

Stan Zigelstein

THINK | DONOR

Arun & Jean Menon

Asma Mahmood

Cathy Griggs

Councillor Carolyn Parrish

Councillor John Kovac

Councillor Karen Ras

Councillor Matt Mahoney

Councillor Nando Iannicca

Dale Hajdu

Daniel Hlavacek

Denise Scapinello

Don & Bonnie Poole

Laurie Pallett

Michael Hiley

Michael Kolesar

Susan Campbell

Susan Collacott

Terry Jenkins-Bricel

Yvonne Li

ENGAGE | MEMBERS

Aaron Chaze

Albert Spavins

Alice Piotrowski

Anastasia Tolias

Andrea Brinston

Anne Grant

Annemarie Weinke

Barbara Ariss-Stroh-Wasser

Bernice Kwong

Beverley Didur

Carlos Bastidas

Chelsea Wilson-Flynn

Chris McLeod

Claudio Ghirardo

Cris Brown

Cynthia Feng

Dale and Dave Cox

Daniel Barkin

Donald Bailey

Doriel & Doug Laing

Eileen Menzel

Eileen Oswald

Elaine Robinson

Erdmute Gottschling

Eric Oberhauser

Fausta Facciponte

Francis Philip Reale

Gail Backus

Gary Kent

Gerry Crawford

Gil Caldwell

Gwendolyne J. Tooth

Heather Grindley

Heidi Brown

J. Marjorie Baker

Jacqueline & Dennis Bryant

James Bustamante

Jane Rodman

Janet Baker

Jayme Gaspar

Jeannette Chau

Jen Snyder

Jiri Ustohal

Joan Lindo

Joanne Lucas Warren

Jonathan Rivas

Judy Costantini

Kelly Zantingh

Kenneth Montague

Kris Noakes

Lee & Jim Tovey

Lee Petrie

Ling Dong

Linh Thai

Lisa Jayne Irvine

Luther A. Ferril

Marcel Witbooi

Margaret Stawicki

Marian Kutarna

Marie-Rose Ayoub

Maxwell Tran

Mehali Mistry

Michelina Williamson

Mike Douglas

Monica Cotter

Morgan Walker

Morris Lum

Nancy Newton

Natalia Svechnikova

Neil Rodman

Nisreen Askar

Obute Alleyne

Ola Saleh

Olive D'Souza

Panchal Mansaram

Paul Robinson

Pegi Kosa

Penelope Mathieson

Purvi Qadri

Quan Steele

Ramin Emadi

Ravijot Singh Lubana

Rena Sava

Riaz & Aiysha Qazi

Robin Hollingdrake

Robin Uba

Roshni Desai

Saeeda Irfan

Saima Hussain

Sara Lopez

Sarbjit Kaur

Sean Wilmut

Shirley Erskine

Shirley Foster

Silvija Saplys

Susan Eckenwalder

Susan Ross

Swapnali Thakar

Tamara Thompson

Tanya Bailey

Tina Chu

Tony Huy Bui

Victor Di Vincenzo

Victoria Nader

Vikas Kohli

Yoon Jin Jung

Yuen Ling Au Yeung



SELECT MEDIA COVERAGE 

Our exhibitions and programming were featured and/or reviewed by the following media and 

publications. 

 

2016 Critic's Picks | Terence Dick - Akimblog | December 21, 2016 

Recipe Placemat Project helps new immigrants connect with their roots | Toronto Star | December 16, 

2016 

10 things to do in Mississauga for Dec. 9 to Dec. 11 | Mississauga News | December 9, 2016 

Shadowed Land exhibit at AGM explores themes of trauma and loss | December 1, 2016 

AGM Receives 2016 OAAG Award for Change Makers | Akimbo | November 18, 2016 

An evening with Ed Pien and Mary Ma | The Medium | September 26, 2016 

Change Makers | Inuit Art Quarterly | Summer 2016 

Inspiration from antiquity | The Medium | September 12, 2016 

40 years of divine unity: Youngo Verma’s exhibition explores divinity and cosmic energy | The Medium | 

September 5, 2016 

Pattern Migration at Square One | Square One | August 30, 2016 

Art Gallery of Mississauga adds three new members to board of directors | Mississauga News | August 9, 

2016 

On the Queer Screen Coming to The Art Gallery of Mississauga | Insauga | July 20, 2016 

Must-Sees This Week: July 14 to 20, 2016 | Canadian Art | July 14, 2016 

10 Things To Do With Your Significant Other This Summer in Mississauga | Insauga | July 9, 2016 

Art Gallery of Mississauga exhibit explores non-traditional take on Canadian Identity | Mississauga News 

| June 9, 2016 

CANADIAN BELONGING(s) at the Art Gallery of Mississauga | Akimbo | June 8, 2016 

Art Gallery of Mississauga hosts series of events to recognize National Aboriginal History Month | 

Mississauga News | June 2, 2016 

Must-Sees This Week: May 5 to 11, 2016 | Canadian Art | May 5, 2016 

The Art Gallery of Mississauga Wants You | insauga | April 8, 2016 

Art from Mississauga and Canadian artists up for grabs at AGM auction | Mississauga News | March 17, 

2016 

Tastes like paint: how to ice a canvas | The Medium | March 7, 2016 

Troika of exhibits on display at AGM | Mississauga News | March 4, 2016 

Indigenous experience reflected in new AGM exhibit | Mississauga News | March 4, 2016 

Black History Month-Themed Exhibit at AGM Tonight | Insauga | February 26, 2016 

2016 Creative City Summit Feature No. 171| Creative City News | February 25, 2016 

Sauga Street Style - Art Gallery of Mississauga | insauga | January 26, 2016 

Exhibition at AGM rare opportunity for regional artists | Mississauga News | January 21, 2016 

 

 

 



 

AGM VOLUNTEER PROGRAMME 

The AGM’s volunteer team is made up of a diverse and motivated group of individuals, 

offering skills and knowledge in several areas. The AGM Volunteer Programme includes 

Ambassador and Docent positions, and opportunities to assist with special events and 

projects. The Gallery makes the greatest effort to align these individuals with tasks that utilize 

and maximize their skill sets. In 2016, our team grew with many new recruits, performing 3926 

hours of service. 

  

Our volunteers play an important role in the operation, mission and success of the gallery, 

making it possible to run numerous programmes, exhibitions and events free of charge to the 

people and communities of Mississauga. In recognition of their efforts and commitment, the 

AGM held a Volunteer Appreciation event in November where volunteers enjoyed lunch and a 

trip to the Oakville Galleries. 

 

 

 



AGM BOARD 

As of December 31, 2016 

      

Stan Zigelstein, Chair      

Sarbjit Kaur, Vice Chair 

Michael Hiley, Treasurer 

Vandana Taxali, Secretary 

 

Aaron Chaze 

Kris Noakes 

Penelope Mathieson 

Puneet Kohli 

Terry Jenkins-Bricel 

Mark Warrack, Ex-Officio – City Liaison 

 

 

AGM STAFF 

Mandy Salter, Director/Curator 

Sadaf Zuberi, Business Operations Manager 

Kendra Ainsworth, Curator of Contemporary Art 

Laura Carusi, Collections and Curatorial Coordinator 

Melanie Lowe, Marketing and Communications Coordinator 

Sharada Eswar, Community Activator, Education & Programmes 

Rhéanne Chartrand, Cultural Animator, Education & Programmes 

Jessica Palada, Gallery Animateur 
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